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opening session and took no part in its work. The Council, of the Republic was still arguing about "strong authority" and "iron rule" when it was dispersed by the Bolsheviks on October 25, a few hours before the overthrow of the Provisional Government.
THE KORNILOV "MUTINY"
The quest for a "strong government" was at the root of the unhappy Kornilov affair, which threw Russia into a state of political turmoil. The July uprising and the disaster of the military offensive laid bare the weakness of the central authority and provoked much loose talk about the establishment of a "democratic" or military dictatorship. The revolution, however, produced few leaders of national stature, and in the summer of 1917 discussions of "iron rule" revolved around the names of Kerensky and Kornilov. In spite of the unrelieved record of disaster and futility, Kerensky was still held as "indispensable" even by many of those who disagreed with his policies (Prince Lvov, Miliu-kov, Savinkov, and—prior to August 27—even Kornilov) .4 His still great popularity and the fact that alone among the prominent revolutionary leaders he was definitely committed to cooperation with the non-socialist elements—a cooperation deemed necessary both by the liberals and by the non-Bolshevik socialists—made Kerensky the pivot of any ministerial combination based on the preservation of the existing balance of political forces. In July and August Bolshevism was seemingly in retreat and Kornilov appeared to many as the alternative to Kerensky, unless a way was found to bring the two leaders to
4 The former emperor was among Kerensky's admirers. Welcoming his appointment as prime minister, Nicholas wrote in his diary on July 8 that Kerensky "was the right man in the right place. The more power he gets, the better.7' The events of June and July had a profound effect upon the destinies of the imperial family. On the morrow of the revolution Kerensky announced that Nicholas, Alexandra Fedorovna, and their children would be conveyed, under his supervision, to Murmansk and then would sail for England. This generous plan was never carried out. The British government, having at first agreed to provide asylum for the tsar, a first cousin of King George V7 eventually withdrew its offer, nor were the Soviets prepared to let their victims escape. Since the early days of March the former emperor, empress, and their children had been under arrest at the palace of Tsarskoe Selo. In the summer the possibility of a German advance on Petrograd, as well as the threatening attitude of the extreme revolutionary groups, particularly the Kronstadt sailors, led to the removal of the prisoners. On Aug. 1, 1917, they left Tsarskoe Selo and were transported to Tobolsk, in Siberia, where they were confined in the residence of the governor. In the spring of 1918 they were moved to Ekaterinburg and on July 16 of that year were slaughtered in the cellar of the Ipatev house which served as their last place of detention.

